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Don’t let the name and the looks mislead you: the Sabatti Tactical EVO US rifle is not just a mere rehearsing 
of the previous Tactical Syn model, but a completely new and groundbreaking precision rifle 

 
 
New from Sabatti, the Tactical EVO US bolt-action precision rifle is the result of two years of hard work in research and 
development and has been designed for those applications demanding resistance, durability, reliability and precision. 
 
The Tactical EVO US bolt-action rifle is built around an all-new receiver and a likewise new and extremely robust three-
lugs bolt, with a fast-opening 60° angle and a bolt knob installed on a 5/16” thread, making it easily replaced with third-
party aftermarket alternatives. The manufacturing and finish quality of all contact surfaces allows for a smooth and silent 
operation with which very few other competitors can currently compare. 
 
The Sabatti Tactical EVO US rifle also sports a new 17-4PH steel ejector, engineered to guarantee a secure hold to the 
case rim and prevent ruptures even under very high pressures, making the Tactical EVO US rifle totally safe and highly 
efficient with hot handloads. 
 
What makes the new Sabatti Tactical EVO US totally different from all other commercial precision rifles on the market is 
the way the action is coupled to the stock: two supports leave it completely floating over the stock itself – a technical 
solution meant to eliminate coupling tensions and improve accuracy. The Sabatti Tactical EVO US features undoubtedly 
one of the best actions currently available. 
 
The Tactical EVO US rifle comes equipped with a conic profile, 22 mm diameter, 26” long barrel and a standard 5/8” 
muzzle thread for silencers, muzzle brakes, or flash hiders – as well as Sabatti’s own, award-winning MRR Multi-Radial 
Rifling pattern, globally appraised for the top-grade performance level it provides. During the design process for the new 
Tactical EVO US rifle, the profile geometry of the MRR rifling has been improved to guarantee even superior levels of 
performance. 
 
The stock of the Sabatti Tactical EVO US bolt-action rifle is manufactured out of extremely lightweight, high-strength 
polymer, and designed to house the action via its proprietary two-point interface. A special, scratch-proof coating is 
applied all through its surface, providing a visually appealing finish and a better grip. A Picatinny rail for bipods and four 
QD cups for slings are also provided from factory. The stock is available in two variants – black with white venations, or 
desert tan. 
 
The new Sabatti Tactical EVO US is a modern, advanced and aesthetically appealing rifle – but first and foremost, it is an 
extremely accurate shooting machine. It was not an easy task to raise the performance bar over the already 
groundbreaking levels of the Tactical Syn rifle. But Sabatti did it. 
 
 

Link download Media Kit: https://mediakit.digitoolmedia.com/sabatti/z9h7v 
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Company notes 

The Sabatti family is active in the gun making industry since little less than 400 years. Passed down from father to son, from generation 
to generation, all the acquired experiences have not been lost, and are instead what today provides quality to the Sabatti production. 
Sabatti is a leader in the manufacturing of top-class rifle barrels, whose excellent performances make them highly appreciated all over 
the World, by gun manufactures as well as by the most demanding sport shooters and professionals. 
Except for the stocks, all components of every Sabatti gun are manufactured inside the company, using the best available technologies 
and materials, and a “know-how” which quite few International companies can boast nowadays. 
 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Manufacturer Sabatti Spa 

Model Tactical EVO US 

Tipology Manual repetition rifle 

Calibers and 
rifling twists 

.308 Winchester (1:11), 6,5x47 Lapua (1:8), 6,5 Creedmoor (1:8),  
6,5x55 SE (1:8), .300 Winchester Magnum (1:11), .284 Shehane (1:8,25) 

Action 3 front-lugs bolt with 60° opening 

Trigger system 3 lever, match grade  

Safety Manual  

Capacity 7 rounds (Accuracy International compatible magazine) 

Sight systems None; Picatinny rails for mounting optics 

Barrel 56 cm / 22”, 22 mm at muzzle, conical 

Total lenght 99 cm / 39” 

Peso (a vuoto) 5,2 kg / 11.5 lbs 

Materials Steel for all metal parts; techno polymer stock 

Finishes Black or Chrome matte finish barrels; black with white venations, or desert color stock 


